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Ripped Pants at Work is delightfully simple and stylish like a nice pair of jeans. Pants off to Scott Ethington for a job well
done! It's nuanced with pockets of unique character and charm in the minute details like your character's pants and appearance
not resetting when you've successfully found a pair and the quirky pants-themed society where pants are far more important
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than in our own, hinted at by the comments of other people and the environment. A pleasure to play with keyboard controls or a
controller (I preferred the controller) easy to play and harder to stop playing than expected. $3.00 is a pittance, I'd easily pay
$6.00 after having played it.. This is a great game for the price. You'll definitely laugh and have fun exploring the pants-themed
city.. Some pants were easy to find, but some were hard. Even after locating some of the pants, it was challenging to get them. I
liked being able to enjoy some success easily, and yet there were also things to do and enjoy that took more effort. I was
entertained by it and would recomend it to others.. Having put in a decent amount of time to this, having played the original
version on itch.io, I can tell a vast amount of effort was put in to improve on this nifty little concept. RPaW is proving to be a
closet favorite of mine for winding down an evening. There's a good amount of depth to the little world Scott Ethington's put
together beyond the main gameplay of sneakily searching for pants - the humorous quips of random citizens hide classist
undertones of a world idolizing the haves and demonizing the have-nots. Each corner of the map holds a unique challenge of
stealth with different takes on the same base mechanisms (a bush hides your shame just as well as a rack of clothes). I'm not one
to buy into the speed-running metric that's tracked by the game, but I certainly can appreciate the challenge in collecting as
many pants as you can (working your way up the chain of the 'have's, eh?), which is compounded by the compulsion to keep
moving and not apply the pants you already have.. I Love It! it is fun, weird, hard andn puzzling. I Love It! it is fun, weird, hard
andn puzzling. An amazing stealth game filled with great humor! Incredibly fun to play.. Ripped Pants at Work is delightfully
simple and stylish like a nice pair of jeans. Pants off to Scott Ethington for a job well done! It's nuanced with pockets of unique
character and charm in the minute details like your character's pants and appearance not resetting when you've successfully
found a pair and the quirky pants-themed society where pants are far more important than in our own, hinted at by the
comments of other people and the environment. A pleasure to play with keyboard controls or a controller (I preferred the
controller) easy to play and harder to stop playing than expected. $3.00 is a pittance, I'd easily pay $6.00 after having played it.
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